University Curriculum Committee, May 7, 2018

In Attendance:

New Business:
--UCC meeting dates and time for 2018-19 academic year—First Monday of month at 3pm
--Undergraduate Policy regulation
  --Establish an IP (In Progress) grade for undergraduate students—unanimous yes vote
  --Procedures for a WF grade—local board would no longer have to approve progression requirements that affect university wide academic requirements—unanimous yes vote.

College of Arts and Letters:
Department of Art + Design:
--Changes to the BA Studio Art degree—Remove the requirement of a minor, replace ART 1070 (Electronic Imaging) with ART 1360 (Foundations Studio 3), adding study abroad art history to elective pool, correcting errors from copy over bulletins in the past to increase electives to the focus areas. Unanimous yes vote.
--Changes to BFA Graphic Design degree—move ART 4130 (Design Center) to a required course, add 11 approved electives to the degree, change the capstone sequence so it is graphic design specific, and replace ART 1070 (Electronic Imaging) with ART 1360 (Foundations Studio 3). Unanimous yes vote.
--Changes to the BFA Studio Art degree—Replace ART 1070 (Electronic Imaging) with ART 1360 (Foundations Studio 3), and increase the pool of approved studio art electives. Unanimous yes vote.
--Arts Entrepreneurship Minor—move from the Department of Art + Design to the Department of Music because there are too few AD students electing to take this minor, but many Music students seeking it. Unanimous yes vote.
--Course renumbering—ART 2000—Art History Survey I reverts back to ART 2010—Art History Survey I. We renumbered it to 2000 in 2016-17 academic year for articulation agreement. However, ART 2000 was once Art Appreciation, so this change was not a valid one and needs to be undone. Unanimous yes vote.

Department of History and Philosophy:
--New Course—HIST 4535—Rises and Fall of the Confederate States of America and HIST 5535 (same name)—unanimous yes vote
--New Courses—HIST 5049—The English Civil War and HIST 5550—Jacksonian America—unanimous yes vote
--Program modification reflecting the renumbering of courses to the bulletin—unanimous yes vote
--Program Modification—History Education with Licensure—reflects statewide changes to the degree—unanimous yes vote.

Department of Languages and Literature:
--New course—accidentally deleted, and now being readded—AAST 3450—Literature of the
Black Power Movement—unanimous approval
--ENGL 4630—Dramaturgy Internship—collaborate with Theatre and Dance with Lit students—unanimous yes vote.
--AAST 3400—Blacks, Film and Society—add to the Film Studies Minor—unanimous yes vote

Department of Music:
--New course—Popular World Music—globally investigate popular music connecting it to the society it serves to be added to General Education Core.—unanimous yes vote.
--MUS 4240—Marching Band Techniques and MUS 4260—Secondary Instrumental Methods—revised description to meet the 21st century expectations of this course.—unanimous yes vote.
--MUS 5020—Directed Studies in Music—delete because repeated—unanimous yes vote.
--Composition concentration for BM in Music—accrediting body recommended redesigning composition concentration so that it is not under the Performance degree because they are different disciplines.—unanimous yes vote.
--Guitar, Instrumental, Keyboard, Music Education, Vocal Performance all change from specializations to concentrations per accrediting body—unanimous yes.
--Choral Conducting for MMU in Music, Instrumental Performance, Vocal Performance—unanimous yes vote.

College of Behavioral and Health Science:
Department of Criminal Justice:
--GSS 3020—Global Strategic Studies—new course—unanimous yes vote

Department of Health and Human Performance:
--New concentration—BS in Communication Sciences and Disorders, requires addition of CSDI 1010—Speech, Pathology and Audiology, and CSDI 1030—Introduction to Audiology—unanimous yes vote.
--HHP 4070—Human Health and Disease—remove prereq—unanimous yes.
--11 course deletions because duplications in bulletin—unanimous yes.
--Name change for HHP 5610—Issues in Healthcare (removes the designation “administration”)—unanimous yes.

Department of Leadership and Organizational Administration:
--Undergraduate degree modification from BPS to BS—unanimous yes vote.
--Graduate degree modification from MPS to MSL (Master of Science in Leadership)—unanimous yes vote.
--Graduate Major Name change—from Professional Studies to Leadership and Organizational Administration—unanimous yes vote.
--New Concentration—Leadership Science Concentration that is more research based, but requires no new courses—unanimous yes vote.
--New Major Core—curricular foundation for students in degree path—unanimous yes vote.
--New Undergraduate Certificate—accelerated Culinary Arts Certificate—12 credit hours, 4 courses, all could be put towards the Associate’s degree, at the request of US Army—unanimous approval.
--New Graduate Certificates—Leading Organizational Change and Negotiation and Conflict
Resolution—unanimous yes vote.
--Undergraduate course revision—8 courses designated for the Hospitality Administration Concentration—unanimous yes vote.
--CULA 1310—Fundamentals of Baking—new course—unanimous yes vote
--LDSP 2100—Foundations of Leadership—added to the General Education Core under Social Sciences—unanimous yes vote.

**Department of Political Science and Public Management:**
--New Course—POLS 4380—American Constitutional Law—unanimous approval
--New Minor—Prelaw, to better prepare students for law school—unanimous approval

**Department of Psychological Science and Counseling:**
--New Course—COUN 5000—Research and Evaluation in Counseling—separating out the course in counseling and psychology for accreditation purposes—unanimous yes vote
--New graduate certificate in Academic Advising—requires new courses: PSYC 5015—Foundations of Academic Advising, PSYC 5025—The Science of Learning for Advisors, and PSYC 5035—Advising Emerging Adult Populations—unanimous yes vote

**Department of Sociology:**
--Program Modification—update the major to 100% online—unanimous yes vote.

**School of Nursing:**
--Program Modification—RN to BSN Concentration to clarify the differences between courses and content so that students in each degree track are registering for the correct classes. Requires new courses: NURS 3341—Holistic Nursing for RN's, NURS 3342—Transcultural Nursing for RN's, and NURS 3343—Emergency Room Nursing for RN's—unanimous yes vote
--Course revision—NURS 3120—Nursing Assessment change to NURS 3120—Nursing Assessment for Professional Nurses—unanimous yes vote
--Course Revisions—renumbering and renaming courses to distinguish between RN and BSN coursework—unanimous yes vote
--Course delete—NURS 3010—Concepts of Professional Nursing for Registered Nurses and NURS 3150—Nursing Informatics—haven’t been taught in years—unanimous yes vote

**College of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics**
--Decrease the total number of upper division hours required from 39 to 33 to assist with Community College Transfer students, does not change any major, minor, concentration, or total hours—all yes votes and one no.
--Moves on to the Provost's Council

**Department of Biology**
--Graduate Course Revision—removing course repeatability that was put on in error—unanimous yes vote
--Program Modification—Accelerated pathway to MS in Biology, last year of BS would count towards the MS—all but 2 yes votes (both no votes were in opposition to the accelerated pathway, and not the specifics of this particular proposal)

**Department of Computer Science and Information Technology**
--Concentration name change—Computer Systems becomes Computer Theory and Systems,
and two new concentrations: Intelligent Robotics Concentration and Software Engineering Concentration, concentration changes require a major core course change for the BS—unanimous yes vote

--CSCI 4635—IAS Malware Analysis and Countermeasures new course addition, and CSCI 5635—IAS Malware Analysis and Countermeasures—unanimous yes vote

--CSCI 5619—Ethical Hacking and Offensive Security and CSCI 5899—Graduate Work Experience—new courses added to the graduate program—unanimous yes vote

**Department of Engineering Technology:**
--New Course—AVI 4160—Aviation Capstone—unanimous yes vote
--Adding new courses to a Megatronics concentration, but the degree modification is not yet at the UCC meeting—unanimous yes vote

**Department of Mathematics**
--New course—MATH 4310—Machine Learning, STAT 5310—Machine Learning, and MATH 5310—Machine Learning—graduate and undergraduate courses in data collection systems—unanimous yes vote.
--Course revision—MATH 4010—History of Mathematics—unanimous yes vote
--New graduate course—STAT 5300—Clinical Trials and Regulatory Requirements—could be an elective added to a certificate, unanimous yes vote

**Department of Physics, Engineering, and Astronomy:**
--Renaming courses: PHYS 1010/11—Concepts: Hot, Fast, and Loud and PHYS 1020/21—All the Weird Stuff—two yes votes, all remaining votes are no. Proposal was not approved.

**College of Education:**
**Department of Education Specialties:**
--Program Modification—New Concentration—Comprehensive Disabilities for BS Special Education—unanimous yes vote
--New Graduate Modifications—Mathematics concentration in MAED Curriculum and Instruction, Advanced Studies in MAED Curriculum and Instruction, and No concentration required in MAED Curriculum and Instruction

**Department of Teaching and Learning:**
--New undergraduate Courses: EDUC 4045—Culture, Communication, and Community, EDUC 4062—Teaching Grammar to English Language Learners, EDUC 4063—Reading and Writing Methods for English Language Learners, and EDUC 4065—Assessment of English Language Learner Students—unanimous yes vote
--Program Name Change—rename Education Degree from “Interdisciplinary Studies” to “Education”—unanimous yes vote